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How would you define CSR?

Do you get any corporate support at the 
moment?

Knowledge sharing
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What actually is corporate responsibility?
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Corporate Social Responsibility / Responsible Business (voluntary)

• the idea that a company should be interested in and willing to help society and 
the environment as well as be concerned about the products/services and 
profits it makes

Environment, Social, Governance (mandatory for many corporate entities)

• a framework designed to be embedded into an organisation’s strategy that 
considers the needs and ways in which to generate value for all organisational 
stakeholders (such as employees, customers, suppliers and investors)
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ESG
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ESG Drivers
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Reimagining corporate responsibility

JUST PURPOSE
“Find purpose. The means will follow.” – Mahatma Gandhi
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Types of Financial Support
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What does corporate funding look like?
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Is it just about financial transactions?

What else could you get from a corporate?

Knowledge sharing
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Pro bono
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Pro bono | Strengthening organisations
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Pro bono in focus | Disability rights
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Legal education | Empowering people to realise their rights
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Sustainability
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ESG Reporting and Social Audit
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Environmental impact and supply chain
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Top Tips
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Be realistic about relationship building time.

Be honest about what you need – never mould yourself to fit the corporate.

Pitch the business angle – no fluffy niceness! It’s partnership & collaboration!

It’s not just about money (but that certainly helps!). What is the societal impact?
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How do we tap into all of this?
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Remember, 
you’re the 
experts.

Ask for what 
you really 

need.

Use your 
networks to 

build 
relationships.

Research their 
partnerships, 
foundations, 

and ESG 
strategies.

Identify 
sectors or 

organisations 
with synergies 

to target.
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